## Special Sounds – ang / ing / ong / ung

### Word List

1. sing  ping  long  hung
2. rung  song  strung  sting
3. sung  lung  pang  yang
4. wing  sang  fang  string
5. stung  ding  gang  rang
6. wrong  king  hang  gong
7. bang  dong  strong  thing
8. bring  sling  fling  Ling
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Special Sounds – ang / ing / ong / ung

Sentences

1. Ling sang a long song.

2. The king is never wrong.

3. A bee stung the lark’s wing.

4. Hang the ring by the thin string.

5. “Ding-dong” rang the bell.

6. The king is quite strong.

7. The strong gang sang a song.

8. Bring some string to the singing class.

9. Bang the gong and hear the long ring.